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Where the threat comes from
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During the peak of tax season, a tax law firm’s network is infected with 
ransomware, a common malicious program (malware) that encrypts a firm’s data 
and won’t allow the company access unl a ransom is paid. An employee opened 
an email disguised to look like a noce from their voicemail service. The email 
contained the ransomware. The firm’s IT department has a backup of the data 
but in the process of wiping the firm’s servers, the IT folks mishandle the data 
and the backupand the backup was lost as well.

Using a cost calculator, the resulng damage to a medium sized law firm with 
20 lawyers who bill on the average $240 an hour, resulted in a two day outage 
cosng $72,000 purely in lost producvity. The loss data could easily cost 
between $100,000 and $500,000 in potenal lawsuits and the restoraon 
costs.
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An employee is responsible for destroying old desktop computers at a law firm. 
Rather than properly disposing of the computers with a company who will wipe 
the contents of the hard drives, the employee decides to take the computers to 
a pawn shop for a couple hundred dollars. The computers contained bank 
account informaon, social security numbers and other PII for 2,000 
individuals.

In this example, no one is sued, but the company spends $10,000 to contact 
clients; $50,000 in reputaonal damage and $10,000 in loss of producvity.
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TAKEAWAY
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Cyber threats are an ever increasing risk of financial 
and reputaonal loss
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Technology advancements are changing how businesses are run. A law firm’s ability to 
protect sensive client informaon, internal employee informaon and other personal 
idenfiable informaon (PII) including personal health informaon are top privacy 
concerns for law firms; however, security challenges for law firms connue. Untrained 
lawyers and support staff are the number one weaknesses according to IT Execs in an 
ABA Journal arcle. Having security policies, people in place with authority to enforce 
such policies, and the such policies, and the reluctance to spend money for needed training, data security, 
and vulnerability assessments are also too common. Insurance coverage is readily 
available and affordable with more than 60 insurers offering cyber or privacy security 
policies, yet law firms are slow to take advantage of the insurance.



Cyber security is a real concern for law firms. Experts advise that 
cyber liability best pracces list cyber liability insurance as the 
number one consideraon.
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Ethical and legal requirements 
concerning confidenal informaon

The ABA Model Rules spulate under rule 1.6 (c) that:
       “A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to prevent the inadvertent or unauthorized 
       disclosure of, or unauthorized access to, informaon relang to the representaon of 
       a client.”

Comment 8 to Model Rule 1.1 provides addional guidance by explaining that:
       “To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of 
       chan       changes in the law and its pracce, including the benefits and risks associated with 
       relevant technology……”
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The ABA’s 2013 Cyber Security Handbook states that technology over the last 20 years 
has tested the applicaon of the model rules: When a lawyer decides to use new 
technologies, the lawyer should have an understanding of the technology employed and 
he or she must take reasonable, prudent steps to preserve client confidenality and 
balance the degree of sensivity of the informaon with the need to take addional 
precauons.

Law firms store all kinds of client confidenal informaon on 
internal computer systems and external devices. The list of 
confidenal informaon is expansive. The ABA has commented 
that its Model Rule 1.1 extends to changes in the pracce of law 
including the benefits and risks associated with relevant 
technology.
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Overall Risk Management Strategies
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Cyber liability insurance is top on the list in risk management 
approaches to defeat the threat of cyber terrorism, but insurance 
isn’t the only response for law firms that need to take cyber 
concerns seriously. Risk assessment, educaon and preparedness 
with a formal cyber liability response plan in place are all crical 
to contain financial disaster from a data breach, data loss or 
ccomputer system disrupon.
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Why law firms (of any size) should consider a 
stand-alone cyber insurance policy 

Ace Insurance Company in its brochure, The evoluon of Cyber Risk, reports that only 
11% of all cyber claims actually involve a professional liability lawsuit. Some, but not all, 
professional liability insurers include some basic cyber exposures in their malpracce 
policies. The coverage includes the tradional third party exposures centered around 
damage to a client’s computer system or breach of a client’s confidenal informaon. 
Such coverage may also include some first party coverage for the law firm including 
nnoficaon and credit report monitoring expense and may even respond to regulatory 
fines and sancons (usually subject to a lower sublimit). The coverage afforded, however, 
under a professional liability policy rarely comes close to covering all of the potenal 
first party expenses associated with a breach of a law firm’s computer system.
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Privacy and Data Breach Liability
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Network Security Liability

IInternet Media Liability

Business Interrupon
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Data Recovery

Breach Response Resources (
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• Provide credit and internet monitoring services that will alert the exposed individual
   if nonpublic personal informaon has been made public.
• There is a lag between when legal services are performed, billed and paid for. Most 
   cyber liability insurance policies include standard business income coverage which 
   does not take this lag me into consideraon. Forensic accounng and loss valuaon 
   firms will help you determine the value of the economic loss including the inability to 
   bill    bill for current services that are not represented in historical cash flow models.



Professional liability policies may cover some third party and first 
party losses and expenses from a cyber liability incident, but 
usually fall short on coverage for all first party losses and expenses. 
A stand-alone cyber liability policy can provide coverage up to its 
full limit of liability for most first party and third party cyber 
liability exposures without the risk of reducing your professional 
liabilitliability policy limits. A carrier’s breach response team with 24/7 
technical advice in the event of an actual or suspected security 
breach is equally important with today’s ever expanding cyber 
threats.
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What to look for in a stand-alone cyber insurance 
policy
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In order to keep insurance premiums compe ve, some cyber liability insurers require 
certain minimum an-virus and malware prevenon soluons on the policyholder’s 
computer system and require regular updates and firewall maintenance including a formal 
patch management system and procedures. All confidenal informaon must be encrypted 
on all remote devices. Generally, these minimum requirements must be met in order for 
coverage to apply.

AAddionally, some carriers offer coverage that specifically dovetails with any coverage 
afforded under a professional liability policy. This helps to eliminate the coverage gaps 
and conflicts when two policies and usually two different insurers respond to the same 
claim. If the professional liability policy provides full coverage, then the cyber carrier 
provides excess coverage usually with no deducble obligaon. If the professional liability 
insurer provides only paral coverage for the claim, then the cyber insurance carrier drops 
down and covers the uncovered poron of the claim. If no coverage exists under the PL 
policpolicy, then the cyber carrier is the primary insurer.
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Beware: Some cyber security insurance policies exclude terrorist acts or exclude breaches 
by a third party service provider such as a cloud provider.
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Lawyers are subject to ethical and legal requirements to protect the release or misuse of 
confidenal informaon. Surveys have shown that a law firm’s ability to protect sensive 
client informaon, internal employee informaon and other personal idenfiable 
informaon are top privacy concerns for law firms today, but not without security 
challenges. Internal training is the number one weakness contribung to the unintenonal 
introducon of malware on networks followed by lost or stolen external devices 
unpunprotected with encrypon. Strategies to defend against this cyber terrorism threat 
recommend that cyber liability insurance including coverage for the law firm’s breach 
expenses be included in the first line of defense, but also that risk assessment, educaon 
and preparedness with a formal cyber liability response plan be put in place and endorsed 
by law firm leadership. All of these soluons are crical to contain financial disaster from 
a data breach, data loss or computer system disrupon.

Review
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Look into Cyber Liability Insurance coverage now, premiums are very affordable but won’t 
stay that way as claims connue to occur. A stand-alone Cyber Liability Insurance product 
offered by a specialized Cyber Liability Insurer will give you access to resources so you will 
be prepared to fight back against the ever changing Cyber Security threat and stand with 
you should a breach occur.

Receive more 
educaonal info
from LiabilityPro

For more help
understanding Cyber
Liability Insurance

Get your 
Cyber Liability 
quote today

Subscribe Contact Us Get Started

LIABILITYPROINSURANCE.COM (515) 207-4777
© 2016 Wiedman Insurance Services, LLC. LiabilityPro Insurance Advisors.  All rights reserved.

*Coverage terms subject to underwring acceptability and actual policy terms and condions’

Protect Your Law Firm
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